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RECLAIM YOUR MONEY POWER

It's time for us women to step up...

If you own a business, or want to get started as a solopreneur, you need to 
know that, just as there are BIG shifts happening in the world at large, there 
are major changes happening in the entrepreneurial world too. 

More than ever, we need leaders like you to change the game and role 
model what it means to be a conscious, heart-centered business woman. 

The honest truth? Not everyone is going to make it.

Women are quitting their businesses in droves, because it feels all too hard. 

Maybe you’ve seen and felt it yourself. The over-saturation of social media, 
ever increasing competition, and the feeling that it’s never going to get 
easier. 

The data backs this up, too: even though the percentage of women-owned 
businesses continues to climb year over year, the percentage of overall 
profits from women-owned businesses hasn’t budged in 20 years! 1

In other words, there are more women going into business every day, yet 
making less money, not more.

Add to this the fact that one of the TOP reasons small businesses fail is 
(wait for it…) lack of sufficient capital.

Is it any wonder that women are leaving their businesses by the droves? We 
can’t survive if we’re not making enough money to keep our doors open.

This doesn’t have to be your reality, though. Now is your time to make a 
choice. 

1 According to a 2016 American Express analysis of U.S. Census Bureau figures, women-owned businesses make 

up 38% of the country’s total businesses, a number that rose from 29% in 2007. Yet women-owned firms account 

for just 4% of the nation’s business revenues, a figure that has not changed in the past 20 years.
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“
“

Will YOU be one of the ones who makes it?

You can be someone who has a great relationship with money, and uses it 
as a tool to create good things in the world. For you, your family, and the 
causes that are important to you. 

But it’s going to take a conscious choice, and some major changes in how 
you do business.

Fortunately, I’ve been helping women do just that using just the same tools 
I’m sharing with you in this free training series.

In fact, I work with entrepreneurs from all across the globe who are 
investing their time right now on the most important skill you can have as 
a business woman - MONEY MINDSET. 

In my Lucky Bee community, we work with energy workers, artists, business 
coaches, bloggers, photographers, graphic designers, yoga teachers, 
spiritual entrepreneurs and more. 

All these women are creating the financial future THEY want, and it isn’t 
because they have the best marketing, or sexiest social media persona.

“To even be able to join Bootcamp, I manifested $1,000 in one 
week using the free “24-hour money manifestation” audio. That’s 
what I used to pay the first installment. I had no idea how to pay 
the rest but hoped that while going through Bootcamp, money 
will rain from the sky somehow. 

Six weeks later… I got $5,000 out of the blue. Incidentally 
exactly my monthly income goal I set in Bootcamp. This allowed 
me to pay Bootcamp in full and I am now debt free and saved 
some.”

“When I set my monthly income goal, I set it at $7500, thinking 
that was reasonable and maybe a little bit of a stretch. I actually 
brought in double and had my biggest income month ever 
during the Bootcamp!”

JULIA BADOW, ARTIST (PAINTER)

LEAH VILLALOBOS, DIVORCE FINANCIAL COACH/EFT 
PRACTITIONER
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These women are creating extraordinary financial results simply because 
they’re making money decisions from a place of power, ease and freedom. 

In fact, many of my students are at the top of their industries — or well on 
the way there. 

Countless others are simply enjoying the rewards that come with making 
money doing what they love, without the constant fear and money chatter 
that a lot of women face. 

And even though you’ve probably been told you need to have the perfect 
website, or a better marketing plan, our Lucky Bee community are proving 
that you don’t need ANY of that to be rich. 

Earning more money is available to you right now, no matter where 
you’re starting from or how “behind” you might feel, either in your life or 
business. 

“
“

“About 3 months into the Bootcamp, I manifested my first five 
figure month!

At month’s end I had manifested $12,600! It was amazing and it 
became a new normal for me. I never made less than five figures 
a month since then.”

“Thanks to the Bootcamp I learn to allow abundance in my 
life!  I was able to double my income in the first month after the 
Bootcamp and really gained the confidence to follow my own 
big dreams and bring them into reality!”

JENN SCALIA, BUSINESS STRATEGIST

EOS KOCH, BRAND EXPERT
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The ONLY thing you need to do in order to be a

wealthy, empowered business owner 
is to deal with your money mindset.

The only thing? Yes. 

Because once you shift your mindset, the rest of it will fall into place. 

Anyone can follow a strategy or write a to-do list, but without a strong money 
mindset, you’re going to sabotage your business.

It doesn’t matter where you are right now — whether you’re just starting out and 
are looking to bring in your first client payment, or you’re making good money 
in your business but are time-starved, or you want to reach your first six figure 
mark, or even if you’re striving for 7 figures. 

Over the past 6 years working with thousands of women entrepreneurs, I’ve 
found that there isn’t a single one of us who doesn’t need to keep working on 
NEW money blocks at each level.

Once you transform your money mindset everything changes. For years I was 
stuck in soulless corporate jobs earning the same amount of money and not 
fulfilling my potential or helping people.

When I was young, I had two dreams - to be a professional dancer or a business 
women. I would race home after school to watch Oprah every day and spent 
weekends trying to solve my friends problems or sell anything from cookies to 
lemonade. 

I never did make it as professional dancer, 
but I’m proud to say that by doing the inner 
work on my money mindset I have been able 
to make massive shifts and create a multi-
million dollar business that helps women all 
over the world create their first class life.

So let’s start shifting things for you right 
now, so you can start enjoying the same 
kind of  financial success that so many of 
my Lucky Bee Bootcampers have found.

Denise Duffield-Thomas 
& Oprah Winfrey
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Money Mistake #1: 

Deflecting Your Power

If you’re deflecting your power, you’ll derail your financial success -- it’s that 
simple.

What does this money block look like? 

An obvious way this shows up is letting someone else “handle” all your 
money stuff. 

I get it. Sometimes thinking about finances is really freaking boring…. And I 
teach this stuff!

But so many women are keeping their heads in the sand, and not allowing 
themselves to be truly powerful around money. 

This isn’t about becoming a financial expert - it’s simply about knowing and 
understanding where your money is coming from and where it’s going.

There’s a much sneakier way this block shows up, though. 

It’s when you set your prices according to what others are charging, or 
according to what other people tell you you should charge. 

This is a HUGE one. 

Think about this for a hot minute. Like it or not, there are loads of women 
entrepreneurs who are super talented and yet they have tons of money 
blocks, so they’re setting their prices too low and devaluing themselves. 

What happens when you set your prices in alignment or competition with 
theirs? 

You’ve just given up your power to someone else’s money blocks. 

It’s like a DOUBLE money block, girlfriend. Don’t let this happen to you.
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A price increase might be well overdue, and that’s totally something I can 
help with. 

There are ways you can set your prices with integrity, without being 
influenced about what your friends and family think you should charge. 

That’s why being in business without this guidance is so hard. In a job, at 
least your company sets your prices for you. 

In your own business, you have to deal with people who want to bargain 
with you, 

In fact, I see a lot of women literally quit their business because they don’t 
know what to do when they get their first refund request or their first client 
default payment. 

Listen, this stuff IS tricky, and that’s why you need support to deal with 
those potentially devastating conversations. 

ACTION STEP

Begin by asking yourself: “Where am I most deflecting my money 
power right now?”

Who is really holding you back? 

Is it your partner, your clients, your colleagues - or is it your money 
mindset that needs an upgrade?

Write out your thoughts here, and your ideas about what you 
can do (maybe it’s as simple as raising the price on that service 
offering that you know is priced too low):
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Pro tip: 

Once you start taking action on this it’s almost guaranteed that the universe 
will throw you a curveball. It’s like you’re being asked to reinforce your 
commitment to this new mindset.

You’ll get an email from someone who wants you to lower your fees. Or 
you’ll publish your increased prices and your friend will say, “Wow, do you 
really think you’re going to get paid that much?”

So, be prepared with what you’ll say when that happens. 

Maybe when you get that email from someone who wants to haggle with 
you, you simply respond by saying:

“Thanks so much for your interest in working with me. My prices are a 
direct reflection of the quality of my work, so I’m not able to lower them, 
as I wouldn’t be able to help clients at my highest level. If they’re not 
affordable to you now, I know there are a lot of other really wonderful 
providers who you can work with.”

Or when your friend says, “Wow, do you really think you’ll get that much 
money for your services?” you can simply say, “Yep!” and be done with it.

Jot down some notes on how YOU’LL respond when the universe tests 
your commitment to stop Deflecting Your Power:
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Money Mistake #2: 

Denying Your Desires
We women are real pros at this money block! 

Here’s what it looks like:
 You’re always (or almost always) the one picking up the bill at lunch, or 

out for coffee. 
 Or maybe you spend all of your money on your children, making sure 

they have the best of everything, while you wear the same underpants 
you’ve had since 2001. 

 Or your hubby gets to buy new gadgets for his hobbies, but you never 
take the time to get a proper haircut, or spend a day at the spa.

Everyday I see women putting others first, feeling they’re not enough or 
making do with just enough. Even though I now have a 7-figure income I 
can still feel guilty about my weekly blow-dry, flying business class or living 
by the beach. No matter what level you’re at, whether you’re sleeping on 
milk crates (like I did at University) or if six-figure months are your norm... 
money mindset is life-long work and is your path to freedom, adventure and 
abundance.

What does this have to do with business? 

If you’re not comfortable receiving money and indulging your desires, you’ll 
never feel comfortable with your clients and customers paying you.

Especially when they’re paying you well for work you love to do. 

You’ll always have this hidden feeling of guilt or shame around receiving 
money for your services and products.

ACTION STEP

If this is you, I’m going to give you an assignment, and it’s all about 
receiving.
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Sometime in the next 24 hours, there will be an opportunity for you 
to practice this. 

Practice saying YES to the abundance of the Universe. 

That might mean accepting a compliment, letting your friend pay for 
coffee or allowing a client to give you money. 

Now this might feel difficult for you, because you might be 
completely unused to receiving. 

You might be so used to taking whatever life gives you, that you 
don’t even know what you really like anymore. 

Receiving the small things sets you up to receive the BIG things - 
like freedom, adventure and abundance. 

If you can’t receive a little compliment, or you unknowingly reject 
abundance, how can you really create a business that not only makes 
money but helps MORE people. 

So, over the next 24 hours, say YES, and learn to RECEIVE. Push 
yourself out of your receiving comfort zone. 
 
BONUS ACTION STEP: Find a way to treat yourself. 

It doesn’t have to be extravagant, but pay particular attention to the 
desire to buy something for yourself instead of always taking care of 
everyone else. 

Maybe it’s as simple as choosing to buy yourself a fancy smoothie, or 
maybe it’s something bigger like hiring a housekeeper, even though 
everyone else in your household “needs” something too. 

Just practice spending money on YOU.

Write out your notes here on how you will stop Denying Your Desires:
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Money Mistake #3: 

Deflating Your Energy

I’ve saved this one for last, because it’s one of the biggest differences 
between those who make it and those who don’t. 

Deflating Your Energy means that you allow yourself to be dragged down by 
negative people and situations. 

Maybe this is your friends or family. Maybe it’s the kind of clients you attract. 

Maybe it’s your mastermind or an industry networking group. 

Surrounding yourself with people who focus on lack and scarcity instead of 
luck and abundance will keep you stuck. 

Like attracts like and it’s incredibly hard to see something different for 
yourself, if the people around you reflect back negative messages about 
money. 

You might be in a mastermind that you’ve outgrown, but you feel bad about 
leaving. You might stay with clients who don’t appreciate you (or pay well) 
because you feel obligated. 

The truth is what Jim Rohn says - your income is the average of the 5 people 
you spend the most time with. 

“
“This stuff *really* works! It’s priceless.

I love the community. Money can be such a taboo, and it’s great 
to be in a space where you can freely discuss financial stuff 
without judgement and with total support.”

ELISABETH ELEKTRA, HEALER & MUSICIAN
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Here’s a hint: if your income hasn’t changed in the past few years, this could 
be THE biggest reason why.

Soon I’m going to be sharing with you how you can be part of an amazing 
group that will support your big income goals and uplevel your business 
growth. 

Right now, let’s focus on something you can do right now to shift this money 
block.

“
“The community of Lucky Bitches is POWERFUL. The support 
you get around the content, and the energy of the community 
is so amazing. You can go for support, you can go for 
accountability, and you have a place to go to celebrate without 
judgement.”

STACEY HARRIS, SOCIAL MEDIA TRAINER

ACTION STEP

I call this your mental Wonder Woman deflection. 

When you hear a negative money attitude, or complaint, or you 
find yourself getting sucked into money drama, mentally deflect it 
Wonder Woman style. 

When you make the decision to change your thoughts, you’re going 
to see other people’s negative thoughts and attitudes everywhere.

Your only job is to deflect, and focus on your own money mindset. 

“
“These ladies are my friends. I feel a tremendous amount of 
relief knowing I’m not alone in this journey. I enjoy sharing my 
story and helping others navigate their growth too.”

HOLLY FERRIS, FOUNDER + PROFIT STRATEGIST
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Change yourself, before you try and change others. 

And honestly - when you start with your own stuff first, you actually 
stop attracting those kinds of people and conversations into your 
life. 

It’s kind of magic how it works. 

So right now, take some time to think about how (and with whom) 
you’re Deflating Your Energy. Spend a moment or two visualizing 
yourself doing your mental Wonder Woman routine. 

Make it fun! Allow yourself to relax and trust that you’re mentally 
Wonder Woman-like and can fully occupy the mindset YOU choose, 
no matter what’s going on around you.

Write out your insights on how you’ll stop Deflating Your Energy:
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Pulling It All Together

These three money blocks -- Deflecting Your Power, Denying Your Desires, 
and Deflating Your Energy -- can help us feel safe.

They are SO common because we women can really be terrified of being 
seen as “not nice” or even bitchy. 

We want people to like us. We genuinely care about others, our clients and 
our colleagues, our friends and loved ones.

The sad truth, however, is that if you choose feeling “safe” inside these 
money blocks, then you’re going to sabotage yourself and your income.

And that means you’re robbing the world of the wealthy, empowered 
business goddess you are meant to be.

The first step to unblocking yourself around money is AWARENESS. And 
right now, you’ve begun the process of awareness.

So, take a moment to ask yourself… 

What’s the payoff for me in keeping these money blocks in my life? 
What am I protecting myself from? 
Is there a memory from early in my life where I chose to believe this?

Write out your answers here:
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The first step to unblocking yourself around money 

is AWARENESS.

And right now, you’ve begun the process of awareness. 

The big question is, what are you going to do with it?

You might be thinking right now, “Denise, these money blocks don’t apply 
to me.” 

You’ve signed up for this training for a reason though, so really dig in and 
ask yourself if maybe you have one of these blocks running kind of on 
autopilot. 

For instance, maybe you pick up the tab all the time for your friends but 
you tell yourself that it’s because all your friends are broke. 

Or maybe you assume you HAVE to hang around family members who 
complain about money, because they’re family so the rules are different. 

The point is to really LOOK at your habits and ask yourself whether you’re 
sabotaging yourself without even realizing it. 

Maybe you’re thinking, “Ugh, this is way too woo woo, and besides, there 
is NO way I’m blocking my success — it’s my industry, and my clients don’t 
have any money, and everyone else prices things low so I have to.” 

Well, remember how I shared a little statistic earlier with you, about how 
one of the TOP reasons small businesses fail is lack of money?

That statistic is true no matter what the economy is. 

Year after year, “lack of sufficient capital” continues to be the #2 reason 
why small businesses fail. But year after year, a certain percentage of 
businesses also succeed, no matter what’s happening in the economy.

Translation: outside factors have nothing to do with it. Success is an inside 
game. 
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I’m not saying that all of your reasons don’t exist, but I know with absolute 
certainty that you can be rich DESPITE all of them. 

I’ve proven it myself and, quite honestly, my Lucky Bee Bootcampers are 
proving it every day with the results they’re getting.

And finally, if you’re thinking, “Where’s the 3-step formula? I need to make 
money right now,” then I want to ask...

Have you invested in making more money? 

I don’t mean have you invested a dollar amount (although we’ll talk about 
that later on, and I’ll show you how to put your money where your desires 
are) — but have you invested your time and awareness to making more 
money? 

The truth is, money isn’t going to fall into your lap if you’re not willing to 
pay attention to your relationship with it.

If you “need” to make money right now, then the most important thing you 
can do is to challenge yourself to dive into the reasons why you might be 
hanging on to these money blocks.

And then, DO the assignments I’ve already given you. Each time you 
engage in an exercise like this, remember, you gain awareness, and that 
begins to build on itself. 

When you start changing your actions based on that awareness, they create 
a sort of domino effect that spreads through your business and your life. 

Once you raise your prices, for instance, you’re energetically free for the 
universe to send you an amazing new client who’s ready to pay you what 
you’re worth. 

And that client may end up being an influencer, who tells others about you. 
Through that, you might get a publicity opportunity, or another “lucky” 
connection. 

All of these successes, though, build on the FIRST decision to become 
aware and start taking action.

That’s how wealthy women entrepreneurs are made. I know that’s how I’ve 
built my business, and I’ve seen it countless times over the years with my 
Bootcampers.
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“
“I love the energy of the community, and Denise’s teachings are 
so real, relatable and down to earth. Denise is very grounded 
and unpretentious which I love. Also, any time I focus on money 
mindset and commit to the assignments, I immediately see 
improvements in my financial situation and manifestation starts 
happening left and right.”

APRIL CHOULAT, SPIRITUAL BUSINESS COACH AND 
FOUNDER, INTEGRATIVE AUTISM INSTITUTE & TRANSCEND 
AUTISM ACADEMY

“
“I’ve loved being part of the incredible Facebook community 
when manifesting gurus would share their successes and inspire 
me to do the same! As well as it being a safe space to share the 
blocks along the way.”

KYLAH MORRISON, BUSINESS LEADERSHIP COACH

“
“

“Since joining the Bootcamp my life has been completely 
transformed. I am happy to say that I have more money in 
the bank than I have ever had and have increased my income 
considerably BUT it is the overall changes in my life that I am 
most excited about.”

“The videos and content is SO doable. It’s not too much. It’s not 
too little. It only takes anywhere 5-15 minutes each day and you 
can always do more. But it made me feel AWESOME because I 
could keep up and wasn’t overwhelmed.”

MELISSA ZAMMIT, ENERGY HEALER

JULIE SANTIAGO, SPIRITUAL MENTOR & HAPPINESS COACH
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One final note...

Who you surround yourself with is going to determine your future success. 
And women who succeed in today’s challenging climate understand the 
power of conscious community. 

For centuries, women have sat in circles, shared their wisdom and 
challenges together. 

The most successful women who are building big businesses with integrity 
and heart belong to supportive, inspiring and powerful communities of 
fellow women. 

A strong mastermind where healthy money boundaries are discussed and 
money is celebrated, is a MUST for you to succeed in business. 
A good mastermind is like a goddess warrior training camp, where we can 
come together and learn how to face the world as empowered leaders.

This is the mission I embrace every day in my Money Bootcamp. 

I walk side by side with thousands of other women on the money mindset 
journey and we support each other to overcome the blocks and mistakes 
we’ve talked about today. 

Keep an eye out in your inbox, because very soon I’m going to share a really 
powerful exercise that will help you dive deep into your personal money 
sabotages, but I want to remind you that you’re not alone if what you’ve 
just heard resonates for you. 

Money blocks are pretty normal. I have them too. 
But I know with absolute certainty that you can be rich DESPITE all of them. 

And it’s going to be an awesome journey. You’ve just taken a first, but 
important, step. 

Until next time, lots of love, luck and abundance to you...

x Denise
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I'm Denise Duffield-Thomas, 
founder of the Money Bootcamp.

I’ve spent the last 7 years working with female entrepreneurs to transform 
their money mindset, overcome their money issues and claim their right to 
be wealthy, empowered business owners. 

My courses and books have helped tens of thousands of women across the 
world change their entire relationship to money.

Since you’re reading this, I’m guessing you’re ready for a new relationship to 
money, too — and I have great news for you. 

A bad money mindset is a TOTALLY solvable problem.

Lucky for you, I have loads of tools to help! What’s more, I love to teach the 
most fun and (dare I say it?) lazy ways to break through your money blocks.

Over the next few days I will share my Money Bootcamp Map To Wealth and 
share an opportunity for you to work with me and find out more about our 
money mindset community.

I look forward to helping you transform your money mindset and have the 
business and life you know you deserve!



© Denise Duffield-Thomas
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